Well, folks, isn’t it amazing how the Lord has fulfilled so many of His promises to you so quickly about this place? You’re probably feeling quite overwhelmed at how specifically the Lord has answered not just your prayers, but how He’s started to fulfill the great things that He said He was going to do with you & through you & for you when you moved into this beautiful property. And this is just the beginning. There’s so much more ahead, so much more that you don’t even know about yet, even though you’re getting little glimpses here & there of all that the Lord can & will do with you & through you. There’s still a whole lot more that you still haven’t even thought of or conceived of yet. And you’re doing well to keep bringing your questions to us here in the heavens.

You’re doing well to keep yielding & asking & seeking. And as you continue to do that, the Lord will continue to lead you & guide you & bring great opportunities your way to minister, great opportunities to raise support for the missionaries in the field, and to fulfill all the wonderful promises He’s made for you.

As far as the specific question about whether or not you should rent that room out or not, the answer is that of course that can be a useful tool in your arsenal, one more way of ministering & reaching out, of drawing in potential donors, people who need ministering to. But it would be wise to look at this question from a little bit of a bigger perspective. While the answer is yes, that you can rent that out, it would be good to pray more specifically about all the different aspects of using the property to raise income & meet donors & minister to people. In other words, it’s not just a single question: should you rent the room or shouldn’t you. You really need to stop now & step back & look at the big picture of the luncheons & the weddings & the rooms & all the different possibilities & opportunities that are coming your way.

Because things are moving really fast, the Lord is opening a lot of doors, & it’s good for you to not just ask that question, but to evaluate prayerfully the dinner you had the other night, really ask the Lord about that & learn from any hiccups that might have happened or learn from any missed opportunities that might have happened. Or just learn from all the things that happened really well. And try & come up with a real solid picture of what the Lord wants you to do with the property. I know the Lord has led you many many times by just going ahead & doing things & then letting you know afterwards as you follow Him. But in this new day & age of desperately seeking the Lord for every decision, for every leading, it’s possible for you to get more clear & specific instruction than you have in the past.

So do make this a priority to meet together even in sub-committees as well as all together, to discuss things, to pray about things, to pray about all the little angles & details so that when you do open your doors to rent that room out, you’re doing it from a solid stance that’s full of faith, where everyone feels very much under the Lord’s control & very much that the Lord is having His way & that you’re seeing all the opportunities that are there. There’s much more than even meets the eye at the moment.

What a wonderful opportunity to woo & win those who would come to you. You have so much to give. What wonderful bait you have in your hands, so much like the days of flirty fishing. You can draw them in with your love, with the charm, with the enchantment; with the wonderful loving spirit they feel when they come into your presence & onto the property. For I have blessed this location & I have given it to you as a tool to draw men into My kingdom. So snatch them with your net, away from the enemy, away from the stress & strain & pressures of this life. And draw them in with your love. And sometimes it takes a little longer than just a few hours, a short visit, and that’s why I have provided a place, a little nest to bring them in where they may feel the full extent of My care & My spirit. And I will lead & guide as you pray over each situation, each opportunity that comes your way. And I would bid you to take each request seriously & prayerfully & I will give you wise answers, wise decisions.

Impressions and verses:

Right after the opening prayer, I got the verse: Withhold not good from them to whom it is due when it is in the power of thy hand to do it.

I got a picture of a horse pulling a cart. As we come to the Lord step by step, He will lead & guide; the horse will pull the cart—the load being all the work involved—so we don’t have to push or pull in our own strength. The Lord’s spirit will carry all the load.

With each request, we should pray about each & every request & not just throw the door open as whosoever will, or whoever’s got the money to pay for it. But to really pray about each one, that the Lord would have a special purpose every time. We have a very limited amount of space & the impression that it should fit in with the overall plan. The Lord has a lot more to say to us about both the room & about the whole marketing of the property that we can learn a lot from.